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The support skirt area at the bottom of the Fukushima BWR reactor vessel is a point of interest and study which 
is being performed by the Simplyinfo.org team. The support skirt is a closed cylinder at the bottom of the reactor 
vessel and is used to interface with the support pedestal upon which the reactor vessel rests. Recent study 
indicates two main issues which has raised questions by our research team. One concern, is the potential that 
the skirt would inhibit filling the primary containment with water during fuel removal from the reactor vessel. 
TEPCO has indicated on it’s long range planning, the necessity of filling the containment and the reactor vessel 
prior to removing fuel from the vessel. The other concern, is the potential of a hydrogen explosion within the 
early or subsequent stages of reactor vessel breach during a meltdown by the fuel corium (melted fuel) due to 
H2 (hydrogen) gas build up in the skirt area.

The BWR reactor vessel bottom support skirt has had numerous analyses performed to determine the effects 
from thermal stress/pressure cycling, fatigue failure and lifetime limitations resulting from neutron 
bombardment. Each of these areas has been determined to be of no major concern due to the location of the 
skirt area and the distance of the skirt from the high neutron area of the core. 

Below are some general statistics on the skirt area which is located at the bottom of the BWR reactor vessel. 
Data from the Browns Ferry reactor are used as a comparison to those BWR plants at Fukushima: 

BWR REACTOR VESSEL BOTTOM SUPPORT SKIRT

DESCRIPTION OF SUPPORT SKIRT

http://web.ornl.gov/info/reports/1992/3445603689514.pdf

● The weight of the BWR reactor vessel is carried by a vessel support skirt, as shown in Figs. 15.1 and 15.2. 
For the Browns Ferry (used as an example reference to FUKUSHIMA) reactor vessels

● The skirt is 230 in. in diameter

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fweb.ornl.gov%2Finfo%2Freports%2F1992%2F3445603689514.pdf&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFRFwMnVTItmjaJJWFg3nBWsqwzpQ


 

● The lower flange of the vessel support skirt is bolted to the upper flange of the ring girder.

● The ring girder, in turn, is fastened to the concrete support pedestal by means of steel anchor bolts set 
in the concrete with the threads extending upward above the horizontal surface.

●  During construction, steel sole plates are set flat and level on the concrete

●  The lower flange of the ring girder is then set on top of the sole plate and shimmed as necessary to 
level the ring girder

● The anchor bolts extend  through both the sole plates and the bottom flange of the ring girder

● there are four large openings in the upper pedestal to pass the numerous (370) individual hydraulic 
supply and return lines for the control rod drive mechanisms.



● The volume inside the support flange area has a gas volume of 853 ft3 (24.154 m3)

NOTE: This volume would be larger if one would count the space from the cut out openings in the vertical wall of 

the pedestal, ref Fig 15.5,  which would increase the  gas volume area and accommodate more hydrogen gas 

The graphic above is a thermal image of the relative volume of the area inside the support flange and 

demonstrates sufficient area for Hydrogen gas accumulation with no escape/vent route.

SUPPORT SKIRT NOT AN AREA OF CONCERN FOR STRESS, FATIGUE OR FLUENCE

http://www-pub.iaea.org/MTCD/publications/PDF/TE_1470_web.pdf 

Multiple historical analyses have been performed on the support skirt area. As a result of all the analyses, this 

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww-pub.iaea.org%2FMTCD%2Fpublications%2FPDF%2FTE_1470_web.pdf&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFUsK-XijheR8sTY7XQzThklztVbw


area has been assumed to be of no significant safety concern. Three main areas of evaluation were stress 
corrosion cracking, support skirt fatigue and neutron exposure induced damage. 

Intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) of the vessel support skirt will not occur because the environment 
is not aqueous. SCC is not a significant degradation mechanism for the vessel support skirt.
Support skirt fatigue is evaluated in accordance with ASME Code Section III requirements. Usage factors vary 
widely for each plant, depending on methods and details of fatigue analysis. Fatigue usage in the support skirt is 
primarily caused by startup/shutdown, (heat-up/cool-down) thermal events. Based on an assessment using a 
realistic stress cycle 
loading, fatigue is not a significant degradation mechanism for the support skirt. 

The effect of low-energy neutron exposure on the reactor support skirt:
This assessment took into account the effects on the high flux isotope reactor (HFIR). Using the most 
conservative interpretation of HFIR data and 80 year fluence levels it was concluded that because of distance 
from the reactor core, thermal neutron radiation induced embrittlement is not significant for BWR vessel support 
skirts.

FILLING THE PRIMARY CONTAINMENT VESSEL 

http://www.fauske.com/sites/default/files/UncertaintiesRemaininginSevereAccidentPhenomenology_0.pdf

Hammersley et al. (1993) have performed experiments for a BWR reactor vessel with support skirts and have 
shown that this can preclude water from contacting the RPV lower head. 

http://www.osti.gov/bridge/servlets/purl/6176429-HFifR8/6176429.pdf

The results of this assessment demonstrate that the existence of a trapped gas pocket beneath the vessel skirt 
attachment would ultimately prove fatal to the integrity of the bottom head wall. The most important attribute of 
drywell flooding is that of preventing early failure of the instrument guide tube penetration assemblies, would be 
realized. The effectiveness of drywell flooding could be improved if the reactor vessel support skirt were vented 
in order to reduce the trapped gas volume and increase the fraction of bottom head surface area contacted by 
water.

Partial venting of the support skirt could be achieved by loosening the cover on the support skirt manhole access 
cover. This would increase the covered portion of the bottom head from 55% to 73% of the total outer surface 
area, which delays the predicted time of bottom head creep rupture by about one hour. 100% water coverage of 
the vessel bottom head would convert the failure mechanism from bottom head creep rupture to melting of the 
upper vessel wall and would delay the predicted time of failure to more than 20 hours after scram.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.thefreedictionary.com%2Faqueous&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEIIdSc57uchX7xQlPkW6sA839IeQ
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.fauske.com%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2FUncertaintiesRemaininginSevereAccidentPhenomenology_0.pdf&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNENTFuCqLnBtummdYWpWg-ISiFfEQ
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.osti.gov%2Fbridge%2Fservlets%2Fpurl%2F6176429-HFifR8%2F6176429.pdf&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNH3R1FkB7cmiF-Y7Au5t2gYmh8YjQ


Complete venting of the reactor vessel support skirt would provide 100% water coverage of the vessel bottom 
head but would require special measures such as the drilling of small holes at the upper end of the skirt, just 
below the attachment weld. Nevertheless, it seems beyond question that all portions of the reactor vessel 
pressure boundary (including the instrument guide tubes) that are contacted by water on their outer surfaces 
would survive any challenge imposed by a lower plenum debris bed or its relocated liquids.

There is a problem, however, in that most of the upper portion of the reactor vessel could not be covered by 
water and, more significant in the short term, much of the outer surface of the vessel bottom head would be dry 
as well. The reactor vessel bottom head would be dry due to the gas pocket that would be trapped within the 
vessel support skirt during the process of raising the water level within the drywell.

NOTE:  Although the effect of gas trapping within the vessel skirt is such that implementation of the drywell 

flooding strategy for existing plants could only delay failure of the bottom head, the current analyses demonstrate 

the potential for preventing vessel failure entirely in future plants. It is recommended that consideration be given 

to providing means for complete coverage of the bottom head and submergence of most or all of the upper vessel 

wall as a severe accident mitigation strategy for future plant designs.

 

POTENTIAL FOR EXPLOSIVE HYDROGEN LEVELS WITHIN THE VESSEL SUPPORT SKIRT AREA

http://www-pub.iaea.org/MTCD/publications/PDF/Pub1327_web.pdf

The vessel support skirt flange area has a gas volume of 853 ft3 (24.154 m3). There is no way to accurately 
measure the hydrogen concentration levels within that area. During the initial stages of the fuel melt within the 
reactor vessel, high levels of hydrogen were generated as a result of the fuel cladding reaching elevated 
temperatures that resulted in burning and melting. These hydrogen levels elevated as more of the core melted 
and began settling to the bottom of the reactor vessel. 

When the melted corium began to impinge on the bottom head of the reactor vessel, initial breaching is 
estimated to have occurred in the instrument and control rode guide tubes which allowed the melted fuel to 
access the support skirt area. During this time period hydrogen gases could likely have begun to accumulate 
within the support skirt area that could have resulted in reaching explosive concentrations 6-75% as discussed 

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww-pub.iaea.org%2FMTCD%2Fpublications%2FPDF%2FPub1327_web.pdf&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEFWbg5mSomDofY_BQ8si3xvuSIkQ


below. 

POTENTIAL FOR IGNITION

The prospects for ignition of a mixture of combustible gases and oxygen depend on the concentration of the 
reactants and the presence of an ignition source. Experimental data on the limits for combustion (deflagration) 
have been summarized in the well known Shapiro diagram. This indicates that for a dry atmosphere, combustion 
is possible for hydrogen volume fractions between 6 and 75%.  The likelihood of the presence of an ignition 
source depends on the accident sequence. 

● Operating electrical equipment may provide sparks that act as ignition sources
● Hot surfaces (e.g. residuals of the reactor vessel or its internals after vessel failure) or 
● high temperature debris ejected into the containment atmosphere at vessel failure 

Due to various stochastic processes  Ignition may occur anywhere in the containment at any time when there is a 
combustible mixture. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In conclusion, we cannot rule out likely explosions within the support skirt conical ring area at the 
early/subsequent stages of the core melt accidents. A hydrogen explosion in this area of the building could have 
caused severe damage to the structural integrity of the support skirt area, the bolted flange or to the pedestal 
area which is the main support for the reactor vessel. Extreme damage could include a settling of the reactor 
vessel due to the extreme weight and mass of the vessel and it’s contents. 

It is our position that the NRC should re-study the current status of the BWR vessel support skirt area for severe 
accidents with the intent of issuing a generic letter suggesting analysis to support installation of vent 
holes/removal of the skirt man way access cover during reactor operations. 


